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War, that spectre that threatens the security 
of the entire world, has been a constant 
threat on the Korean Peninsula, with its 
70-year history of division, and has seen the 
separated nations become a focal point for 
issues of global security. While the thaw-
ing of tension between North and South 
Korea was seen in the spirit of peace that 
the leaders of both countries displayed in 
the recent inter-Korean summit and Pan-
munjom Declaration, another event that 
caught people’s attention was when youth 
from around the world gathered in Han 
River Park, Seoul to promote the peaceful 
unification of the Korean Peninsula. 

The 5th Annual Commemoration of the Dec-
laration of World Peace - hosted by Heavenly 
Culture, World Peace, Restoration of Light 
(HWPL) and organized by the International 
Peace Youth Group (IPYG), and the Interna-
tional Women’s Peace Group (IWPG) - was 
held to commemorate the Declaration of 
World Peace that was proclaimed on May 
25th, 2013. It also aimed to establish “peace 
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Youth Around the World Call 
for Peace on the Korean Peninsula 
at the 5th Annual Commemoration 
of the Declaration of World Peace

IPYG’s May 25th Peace Walk Festival 
- More Significant than any Other Event 

and order by law, not by force” through 
developing the 10 articles and 38 clauses of 
the Declaration of Peace and Cessation of 
War, based on the Declaration of World 
Peace,  into a legally binding document. As 
youth have been deeply moved to hear that 
people of their age suffer the most from 
wars and must protect themselves from 
war, every May 25th they join together 
with IPYG to commemorate and support 
the DPCW and to urge their heads of states 
to also support it. 

As this year’s commemoration marked the 
5th anniversary of the initial declaration, 
special attempts were made to make it mem-
orable, such as the theme of “Peace on the 
Korean Peninsula”, setting a central stage 
so that the audience faced each other, and 
displaying a “Peace Street” for communica-
tion between citizens. 

■ Speeches move people’s hearts: “From peace 
on the Korean Peninsula to World Peace”
Stating that “Peace on the Korean Peninsula 

HWPL Chairman Man Hee Lee (Center), IPYG General Director Young Min Chung (Left), IWPG Director Hyun Sook Yoon (Right) Hurraying, 
Marking the Beginning of the Peace Walk

People Participating in the Peace Walk
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The Peace Letter, which is one of IPYG’s main initi-
atives in 2018, is an activity that sees youth sending 
letters to their own heads of state to urge them to 
support the 10 articles and 38 clauses of the DPCW. 
Recently, peace letters have been delivered to the 
current prime minister of Malaysia, and around 
150,000 young people in South Korea are writing 
these letters to urge their president to support the 
DPCW. 

Mr. Oh Hee Ryu, Yongin City Branch Leader of the 
Korean War Veterans Association, appealed to the 
participants: “We miss the united Korea that we 
knew before. We miss peace in our homeland. Let’s 
protect these beautiful youth from being thrown into 
the ravages of war. Let them use their talents and 
energy in a way that benefits the globe. Let’s make 
a better future and establish a world of peace where 
this precious life given by heaven is respected.” 

After the speeches, the youth then participated in the 
Peace Walk Festival which promoted the establish-
ment of a world without war, not only in Korea, but 
across the entire globe, with the hope that peace on 
the Korean peninsula will lead to peace throughout 
the rest of the world. 

■ 120 meters of “Peace Street” was paved in Han 
River Park; people out enjoying a picnic commu-
nicated “through peace”
At the event - subtitled “Resolving Conflicts and 
Spreading a Culture of Peace through the Declaration 
of Peace and Cessation of War (DPCW): Realizing on 
the Korean Peninsula”, - 120 meters of “Peace Street” 
was paved in Han River Park, which provided an 
opportunity for both participants and the public, 
including those enjoying a picnic, to fully experience 
a culture of peace.

On the Peace Street, various performances and booths 
were on display: there was a street dance entitled 
“Putting arms around each other” expressing students 
of North and South studying together at the peace 
academy; a traditional play performance, “Spinning 
‘beo-na (flat piece of leather)’ for peace”; a masked 
dance performance; a busking performance; and a 
photo booth of statue mimes. 

Seeing the statue mime titled “Nice to meet you”, 
in which youths of North and South Korea were 
holding and shaking hands, one citizen said, “This 
reminds me of the two leaders of North and South 
shaking hands at the declaration of Panumjom. In 
such a case where both leaders and citizens desire 
peace on the Korean Peninsula this much, it will be 
achieved naturally.” 

The booth for Peace Letters was operated successful-
ly. Many citizens who came to Peace Street learned 
about the DPCW through IPYG, and wrote letters 
to the president to urge him to support the DPCW 
in the hope of peace. 

The 5th Annual Commemoration of the Declaration 
of World Peace focused on Spreading a culture of 
peace, which is Article 10 of the DPCW. Setting a 
central stage so that the audience faced each other 
represented the harmony between North and South, 
and the value of harmony and unity that leads to 
peace. It was also remarkable for people to realize 
“open peace” at experience booths that any citizen 
could participate in. 

The commemorative events were held not only in 
Seoul, South Korea, but also in other cities around 
the world, including L.A. The theme was “Peace on the 
Korean Peninsula.” The citizens of the world showed 
their support and desire for peace in the only country 
still divided in the world today. 

People Participating in the Peace Walk

Citizens Watching Performances on Peace Street

will lead to the peace of humanity”, Chair-
man Man Hee Lee of HWPL said, “All of us 
together must want peace even more as our 
nation is still divided.” In addition, calling for 
youth to work as one with IPYG, and assuring 
people that peace will be realized through 
the answer for peace, which is the 10 articles 
and 38 clauses of the DPCW, he stated, “We 
should not think of peace being given to us 
by other people, but must work for peace. 
Then peace will be achieved in this world.”

IPYG General Director Young Min Chung 
stated, “A peaceful unification of the Korean 
peninsula can be made possible only through 
the will and the voice of the citizen.” He also 
announced the future direction of the group: 
“The IPYG will continue to collect peace let-
ters in South Korea and let HWPL’s work be 
known to the South Korean president and the 
media. The IPYG will also write peace letters 
in different countries around the world to 
deliver this message to heads of state and 
political leaders.”
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“Youth, Let’s Voice Out”
 : Youth of Romania Promoting 
   the DPCW
The presence of the Hon. Emil Constantinescu,
former president of Romania, drew attention

The    event    was    hosted    by    Master    Peace    Romania 
and organized by Heavenly Culture, World 
Peace, Restoration of Light(HWPL) and the 
International Youth Peace Group (IPYG). The 
Hon. Emil Constantinescu, former president 
of Romania, attended the event especially to 
deliver the congratulatory message. 

About 170 faculty members and students from 
several universities and schools participated 
in this event, including those from the Uni-
versity of Bucharest, Hyperion University, the 
Central School, Bucharest Beirut International 
School, and high schools in Ploiesti area. 

In his congratulatory message, the Hon. Emil 
Constantinescu, former President of Roma-
nia, stated, “We have all shared with you our 
experiences from a period of huge political, 
economic, culture, scientific, technological 
transformation, with the hope that this ex-
perience will be useful for you in the next 
period of transformation that is ahead.”

Chairman Lee of HWPL stated, “Our future 
rests on the shoulders of your youth. If youth 
go against war, it cannot take place. Let’s all 
become a messenger of peace.” His statement 
paralleled the speech of IPYG General Di-
rector, which reminded people of the role of 
youth and emphasized that youth are able 
to achieve peace.
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Romania, located on the Balkan Peninsula of Eastern Europe, is a country 
that has a love of peace and a deep interest in culture, the arts and academ-
ics. On the 20th of last month, the event “Youth, Let’s Voice Out” was held 
in the Bucharest Parliament House, which is in the capital city, organized 
in chief by Romanian youth who love peace. 

“Youth, Let’s Voice Out” was organized to remind people of the role of youth 
in global peace and security, and to raise the voice of youth in commemo-
ration of the Declaration of World Peace that was proclaimed in May. 

Participants Making a Victory Sign for Peace

Chairman Lee of HWPL giving a speech about the role of youth 

in the work of peace

The Hon. Emil Constantinescu, former President of Romania, 
giving the congratulatory message for hosting the event
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Romanian youths taking a commemorative photo with the peace letters they wrote The Hon. Emil Constantinescu, former President of Romania, and Dragomir G. Marian, 
the president of MASTERPEACE RO reading the Peace Letter together

A Peace Letter by a Romanian youth

 Youth members writing Peace Letters 

to the President of Romania

The event continued with speeches about 
the reality of conflict in Korea, Ukraine, and 
Syria. The IPYG General Director, Mr. Nikita 
Kovchuga, who is a displaced person from 
the Ukraine, and the emcee of the event de-
livered the speeches. Listening to them, the 
youth all agreed that those conflicts should 
be settled and the DPCW should be developed 
into a legally binding document. Accordingly, 
with one heart, the participants wrote peace 
letters to the president of Romania to urge 
him to support the DPCW.

Mr. Dragomir G. Marian, who is the president 
of Masterpeace Ro and a HWPL Publicity 
Ambassador, shared his thoughts: “Today, I 
am happy to see a culture of peace being pro-
moted by the Peace Letter project. Today is a 
great moment for Romanians to take control 
over their own destiny.”

Through Masterpeace Ro, the peace letters 
written by the youth at the event will be 
delivered to the president of Romania by 
September of this year. The Peace Letters 
project that reflects the heart and voice of 
youth for world peace has been conducted 
not only in Romania, but throughout the 
world. Speaking of their hope in the Peace 
Letters project, the host of the event stated, 
“Not only the youth of Romania, but also the 
passion of youth around the world, working 
together with IPYG, will motivate people to 
send peace letters to their heads of states. 
We are certain that the DPCW, the answer 
for peace, will be implemented as a legally 
binding instrument in near future.”



▶
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The eyes of the world are upon the Korean Peninsula where 
two Korean leaders pave the way for peace, overcoming a 
history of division. President Jae In Moon and the leader 
of the North Korea, Jung Un Kim still have many issues 
to solve such as public support and friendly attitudes of 
neighboring countries. Especially, the perspective of the 
Korean youths toward the Inter-Korean relations seems 
important. 

Another innovative meeting took place in Seoul, South Ko-
rea, after Inter-Korean Summit. The meeting, Peace Talk, 
was held on May 12th and 19th, for two days. In the talk, 
people from South and North Korea and foreign youth 
discussed the future direction for peace, deeply thinking 
about the meaning of the summit. The IPYG, which hosted 
of the event, revealed the purpose of it, saying “We want to 
clear the way for youth to look at relation between the two 
Koreas as a global peace issue and to have a chance to carry 
out dialogue so that they can show the path to peace.” 

Inter-Korean Summit 
Followed by Youth of 
Inter-Korean Summit, 
“IPYG Peace Talk”

F E AT U R E  A R T I C L E  1

The answer for peace on the Korean peninsula, 
found in the Declaration of Unification and article 5 

“Self-determination” of the Declaration of Peace 
and Cessation of War (DPCW)

Youth Attendees in the Middle of Heated Discussion for Peace



Presider announcing the beginning of the Peace Talk

Material of the Declaration of Unification 
and the Declaration of Peace and Cessation of War (DPCW)

Instructor Explaining the History of inter-Korean Summits

North Korean Participant enjoying his local Food
(Rice with Meat (meat is made with Soy), Rice with Tofu)
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They also added that participation of north 
koreans in “A chance to Bloom”, an exhibi-
tion on war and peace in April, can lead to 
a way to have dialogue with them for the 
peaceful unification on Korean Peninsula.

The main program of Peace Talk was a lec-
ture and discussion which were based on 
the values contained in the Declaration of 
Unification and the Declaration of Peace 
and Cessation of War (DPCW) drafted by 
HWPL. The host said, “We wanted to pave 
the way for youth to look at the inter-Kore-
an relations more seriously and to have op-
portunities to deeply think of their role for 
peace.” 

Ms. Hee Jung Kim, who is studying for a 
master’s degree in North Korean Studies at 
Dong-guk University, gave a lecture on the 
topic of “2018 Inter-Korean Summit which 
touched you and me”. She pointed out that 
this summit became the third official talk 
(since 2000 and 2007) but it cannot be de-
nied to have a long way to go to unification. 
That is because Korea was divided by foreign 
power and the two Koreas became hostile to 
each other in different systems. In addition, 
she urged youth from two Koreas to have an 
independent national spirit in order not to 
experience the history of division again and 
to raise a united voice of peace protected by 
international law, introducing the Declara-
tion of Unification and the 10 articles and 38 
clauses of the DPCW.

After the lecture, understanding that the hostile 
relationship between the two Koreas is not the will 
of the patriotic martyrs who fought desperately 
on the Korean Peninsula, the youth determined to 
raise their voice for peace of the Korean Peninsula 
with the IPYG. Especially, they confirmed that the 
DPCW was the answer to peace on the Korean Pen-
insula, strongly agreeing with the Article 5 of the 
DPCW– Self-determination.

In order to have time to learn about North Kore-
an culture, guests were offered rice and meat made 
with soy and rice with tofu before moving into dis-
cussion.

Four agendas were discussed: What is the concept 
of peace and the direction of unification in your 
own view? What is your opinion on 2018 Panmun-
jeom Declaration and your action to take? What is 
the main value of achieving unification? What is 
your perspective on the relation between the two 
Koreas? 



Participants from South Korea and Different Countries Discussing about Peace while Enjoying North Korean Food South and North Korean Youth’s Hearts gathered by Discussion

Unique Section during the Break Time
- Special Taste, North Korean Food
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The atmosphere of the place where the 
discussion took place was like a blueprint 
drawing a bright future of peace on the 
Korean Peninsula. Youth from South and 
North Korea and different countries gath-
ered and had a discussion under a harmo-
nious environment. 

A youth from North Korea presented his 
opinion on the direction of unification, 
saying that unification meant ultimate 
peace on the Korean Peninsula and after 
unification of Korea, world peace would 
also be achieved. In addition, he said that 
in order to achieve it, South and North Ko-
rea have to become closer and keep in mind 
that we are Koreans. 

Pointing out respect as the main value of 
achieving unification, another youth from 
North Korea said, “To respect each other, 

just like we did in Peace Talk, youth from 
South and North Korea should carry out 
dialogue on unification heartly and ear-
nestly instead of just saying it with their 
lips.” In addition, he said, “We have been 
taught about each other’s negative things. 
We haven’t had a chance to know each oth-
er correctly, so we need to have more time 
to truly understand each other.”

All participants emphasized the impor-
tance of education. They responded, say-
ing that through education, the history of 
atrocious conflicts would be taught and the 
awareness of the need for peace would be 
raised so that every one can enjoy peace. In 
addition, they said, “We believed that there 
were so many ways to achieve peace and 
unification but the most important thing 
was how we educate about peace and uni-
fication.”

IPYG Southern Seoul and Gyeonggi 
Branch, which hosted “Peace Talk”, will 
make an effort to establish the correct 
peaceful unification values and carry out 
a study on that based on the Declaration 
of Unification and the Declaration of Peace 
and Cessation of War (DPCW). It also 
mentioned about future events and urged 
for your interest in them: the talk show in 
June and the Peace Event scheduled to be 
held in July. 

The Korean Peninsula, which has a pain-
ful history, including 70 years of national 
division and the Korean War, contains the 
breath of patriotic martyrs who missed 
one nation and one people. We have to re-
member their hearts and tragic history. 
Moreover, in order to create a better fu-
ture, which is the peaceful unification of 
the Korean Peninsula, the youth of South 
and North Korea have to take interest in 
and make efforts for it constantly. 



A booth for writing Peace Letters

People who write Peace Letter 1

People who write Peace Letter 2
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IPYG opens peace letter booth for Bucheon citizens 

F E AT U R E  A R T I C L E  2

Busking Performance Hoping 
for Peace Moves Heart of People 

A Peace letter event hosted by the International Youth 

Peace Group (IPYG) was held in the Bucheon Central Park 

on May 22nd. Under the theme of “sound that moves 

hearts, a letter that touches the heart,” the busking perfor-

mance for peace and Peace Letter booth for Bucheon citi-

zens were conducted.

The host of this event, Western Seoul and 

Gyeonggi Branch of the IPYG, stated the 

purpose of the busking performance for 

peace, “We believe that a day where we can 

enjoy beautiful music and have a relaxing 

time is peace itself. We wanted to let people 

know that citizens themselves have to raise 

their voices in order to be led away from the 

threat of conflict and enjoy peaceful days.” 

People gathered by the beautiful melody 

of the busking performance wrote peace 

letters and agreed to the IPYG’s proposal 

to make their voice heard by the president 

to establish peace in Korea. One of citizens 

(20s, an office worker) left a supporting 

message, “I was deeply touched when South 

Korean President, Jae In Moon, and the 

North Korean leader, Jung Un Kim shook 

hands. It is regrettable that ordinary peo-

ple like us do not have much work to do for 

peace while our leader is doing such great 

work. However, I was glad to hear from the 

IPYG that citizens can also do something 

to achieve peace and unification; there-

fore I thought I should also join this work. I 

hope that many people take part in writing 

peace letters.”

The Peace Letter activity was followed by 

“Making beautiful non-smoking streets” 

and “Playing origami with discarded pa-

per” with the purpose of making beautiful 

and peaceful everyday life for Bucheon cit-

izens. Through the event, about 600 peace 

letters were written; The IPYG is aiming to 

gather around 150,000 peace letters (1% of 

Korean youth) by September of this year 

and deliver them to South Korean Presi-

dent, Jae In Moon.



        

Hello everyone who loves peace, my name is Young-Min Chung, and I am 

the general director of the IPYG. I am honored to stand here and deliver 

a message of peace to you all, especially in May 2018 when the spring of 

peace seems to have come to the Korean peninsula.

Ladies and gentlemen, it has already been around 70 years since the Kore-

an peninsula was divided in half by foreign powers against the will of the 

Korean people. The Korean people have suffered from this division for a 

long time; however, the Korean peninsula is now about to welcome a new 

era of peace as we can see from the recent inter-Korean summit meeting 

between the leaders of South and North Korea.

However, there is one thing we should never forget. Since the division of 

the Korean peninsula is intertwined with the complicated web of inter-

national relations, a peaceful unification of the Korean peninsula can be 

made possible only through the will and the voice of the citizens. In addi-

tion to the support of the people, we need the support of the international 

community as well.

 I understand that all these could sound very dif-

ficult to achieve; however, I am here today to 

give you all hope, by introducing the peace work 

of HWPL Chairman Man Hee Lee. Until just two 

days ago, Chairman Lee was visiting Europe for 

the peaceful unification of the Korean peninsula, 

receiving signatures from many former heads of 

state in support of unification. These signatures 

also demonstrate and represent the support of all 

European citizens. Chairman Lee also gave us the 

wisdom to write hand-written letters to political 

leaders in South Korea and the entire world. Peace 

letters have been delivered recently to the current 

prime minister of Malaysia, and around 150,000 

young people in South Korea are writing peace let-

ters to urge the president of South Korea to sup-

port the DPCW.

Ladies and gentlemen, a true messenger of peace 

must be able to prove his work by showing con-

crete results. Chairman Lee proclaimed the Dec-

laration of World Peace five years ago, and in 2016, 

only three years after the Declaration of World 

peace, he proclaimed the Declaration of Peace and 

the Cessation of War (DPCW).

The Declaration is about to be introduced in the 

United Nations General Assembly. In addition, the 

contents of the Declaration of Unification, which 

was proclaimed in 2010 by Chairman Lee, are em-

bodied in Article 5 and 10 of the DPCW, and are be-

ing fulfilled one by one in the direction of peace-

ful unification desired by the Korean People. What 

does this mean? This means that Chairman Lee 

has an answer for achieving peace. All of us have 

always dreamt of an answer to achieve peace, but 

have not found it; however, as we gather here today, 

we are witnessing this answer firsthand.

If we have found the true answer of peace, what 

should we do now? What we need to do right now 

is to work together by becoming one. If all Korean 

people and citizens of the entire globe work togeth-

er as one, no one will be able to interfere with this 

peace work. If we do so, peaceful unification and 

world peace will surely be realized. In order to do 

so, the IPYG will continue to collect peace letters in 

South Korea and let HWPL’s work be known to the 

South Korean president and the media. The IPYG 

will also write peace letters in different countries 

around the world to deliver this message to heads 

of state and political leaders.

I hope that all of you will actively join in HWPL’s 

efforts for peace and the campaign for a peaceful 

reunification of the Korean peninsula. If we work 

together, we can certainly achieve peace together.

We are one! Thank you for listening.
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The Movement of Youth for Peace, 
Peace Letter Spreading throughout 
the Korean Peninsula and the World

L E T T E R  T O  I P Y G

The Speech of Young Min Chung, the General Director of the IPYG, 
at the 5th Annual Commemoration of the Declaration of World Peace



 

Congratulatory message by Mohomed Yousuf

Mohomed Yousuf, the Minister of Co-Existence and Promotion Na-

tional Integration in Sri Lanka Youth Parliament who gave the con-

gratulatory message at “Peace Letter in Matara” held in Matara, Sri 

Lanka on April 9th, as a representative of youth, delivered approxi-

mately 40 peace letters written at the event to Mayor Ranjith Yasar-

athna of Matara on May 15th. 

The IPYG especially interviewed Mohomed Yousuf, the Minister 

of Co-Existence and Promotion National Integration in Sri Lanka 

Youth Parliament, who delivered peace letters to the mayor of Mat-

ara.

Q. Can you introduce yourself ?

A. I am Mohomed Nihmi Yousuf from 

Sri Lanka and I am 27 years old. I have 

seven family members. I am the minis-

ter of Co-Existence and Promotion Na-

tional Integration in Sri Lanka Youth 

Parliament.

Q. As a member of the IPYG what ac-

tivities have you done in Sri Lanka and 

what have you achieved? 

A. As a Member of the IPYG in Sri Lan-

ka, for youth in the village I did many 

programs, especially all the different 

cultural programs. Our youth volun-

teers together as one nation helped poor 

people and cleaned up the environment 

in all the religious areas.

Q. What makes you want to work with 

the IPYG and what is the purpose?

A. The IPYG has done a lot of world-

wide peace work so far and I was really 

inspired by it. I want to make my coun-

try peaceful and I really hope for real 

reconciliation as one nation. For that I 

would like to work with all the youth 

and religious people for peace.
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Youth, the Bridge of Peace 
that Links the Hearts of People

I N T E R V I E W

Youth of Matara, delivering the letter 
to urge the mayor to support the DPCW



Mohomed Yousuf Delivering Peace Letters to the Mayor of Matara 

Q. I heard that even though you are liv-

ing in Matara, you are even active in 

Colombo. What's your driving force and 

strong willpower to do such activities?

A. All the time, I like to be busy with my 

business and peace work.

All Sri Lankan youth are willing to help 

me to work to build up a peace commu-

nity.

Q. Peace letter is a worldwide activity of 

the IPYG which urges the world to sup-

port the DPCW. I have been told that you 

collected the peace letters from the last 

event and handed them to the current 

Mayor of Matara. What did you feel when 

you were writing and delivering them?

A. When I handed over peace letters 

to the mayor of Matara, he also agreed 

about the importance of peace in Sri 

Lanka and he said that he will also try 

to do peace work with youth, just like 

this opportunity.

Q. How do you plan to carry out peace 

activities with youth in Sri Lanka?

A. We already have around 5,000 youth 

clubs in Sri Lanka and they cover every 

district and division. So I will share 

about the DPCW with them as a min-

ister of Sri Lanka youth parliament and 

will get support from them.

Q. What do you think about the role of youth in achieving peace?

A. First, we should take the role of a peace bridge that can under-

stand their mind and feelings.

Q. Can you say a few words to the youth of the world who will read 

the IPYG newsletter?

A. To enjoy good health, to bring true happiness to one's family, to 

bring peace to all, we must first discipline and control one's own 

mind with peace education. If a man can control his mind he can 

find the way for enlightenment, and all wisdom and virtue will nat-

urally come to him or her. We are One! 

People can live by light, rain, and air given by nature without cost. 

Nature teaches people that it is better to give than to receive. That will 

be applied to peace as well. We, the youth of today need to achieve 

peace for ourselves rather than waiting for peace to be achieved.

Because of youth like Mr. Mohomed Yousuf who is ceaselessly work-

ing only for peace, the world has a better future. The phrase, “We are 

one!”, will be the answer for achieving peace. The IPYG hopes that 

the wind of peace blows around the world beyond Sri Lanka so that 

it can achieve peace and finally cease war. 
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Co-hosted by the International Peace Youth Group (IPYG) and the 
National Unification Advisory Council (NUAC), the “5.12 Mock In-
ter-Korean Summit: Youth-Centered Meeting” was held at the con-
ference room in the West District Office of Gwangu on May 12th to 
commemorate the Inter-Korean Summit on April 27th. 

About 20 Advisory Council members of the NUAC including Mr. 
Tae Hyeon Han, the president of the Western Council of Gwangju, 
and Mr. Dong Gi Lee, the youth president of Gwangju, and about 
100 youth graced the occasion with their presence. 

In the opening remarks, Mr. Tae Hyeon Han stated, “I am surprised 
to see that we can discuss the unification with youth. I hope that 
you, the youth, can take a leading role in the era of unification.”

Following that, attendees watched the IPYG promotional video and 
participated in a quiz contest of peaceful unification where they 
could think about unification and become further motivated.

At the Mock Inter-Korean Summit: Youth-Centered Meeting, about 
100 youth played the role as 6 ministers of North and South Ko-
rea such as the Ministry of National Defense; Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport; Education; Culture, Sports and Tourism; Health 
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Opening remarks by Mr. Tae Hyeon Han, 
the president of the Western Council of Gwangju

Participating in a quiz contest of peaceful unification
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and Welfare; and Foreign Affairs discussed 
and presented the policy in their field for 
the realization of unification. The main 
policies each minister announced: “North 
and South union for national defense” by 
the Ministry of National Defense, “Urban 
development and transportation in North 
Korea” by the Ministry of Land, Infrastruc-
ture and Transport, “Required education in 
each field for the unification of Korea” by 
the Ministry of Education, “Fostering con-
tents that can alleviate cultural differenc-
es” by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism, “Commerce and territory issues 
with neighboring countries” by the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs. The team of the Min-
istry of Health and Welfare which was se-
lected as the best team announced its policy 
of “Having the same level of awareness of 
health and welfare in the North and South”, 
and “Interchange between medical spe-
cialists and student exchange programs” 
which were based on the main theme “En-
hancement of citizens’ health and balanced 
development of public health.” 

After the event, the youth wrote peace letters hoping for 
a peaceful unification and left messages requesting the 
Korean president take the lead in the unification of Korea. 
Joining the IPYG and determining to participate in peace 
activity in the future, one of the participants shared their 
thoughts, “I haven’t had many chances to be deeply con-
cerned about peace before. However, I could understand 
once again that war and division are not something nat-
ural through this event. I also could realize that under-
standing each other is the first step to reach the peaceful 
unification. It was a meaningful time that I could sincerely 
hope for a peaceful unification. Thanks to the IPYG for in-
viting me to the event.”

At the 5.12 Mock Inter-Korean Summit: Youth-Centered 
Meeting, by freely sharing their opinions about the peace-
ful unification after Inter-Korean summit, youth could 
consider for themselves their role as youth before and af-
ter the unification of Korea. Revealing its future plan, the 
IPYG Gwangju and Jeonnam branch which is the host of 
the event stated, “We will take the lead in letting the youth 
of Gwangju understand a culture of peace and unification, 
and in establishing Gwangju as the city of peace.

Presenting the results of the mock meeting

IPYG youth members

Group photo
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